Mounting and Use Instructions for Split Toilet Tissue Holders

1. Locate and mark desired location of Sōko toilet tissue holder on wall using measurement of the distance from the center of hole A to center of hole B according to Figure 2. Note: Measurement must be precise.

2. Attach mounting posts using fastener “a” or fastener “b” to the wall according to Figure 1.

3. Slide Part A (small segment of toilet tissue holder) over mounting post on left with set screw hole facing downwards.

4. Insert set screw into set screw hole and tighten using wrench.

5. Slide Part B (large segment of toilet tissue holder) over mounting post on right with set screw hole facing downwards.

6. Insert set screw into set screw hole and tighten using wrench.

7. Groove in Part B will rest on dowel in Part A according to Figure 2.

8. To place toilet tissue onto Sōko holder, rotate Part B upwards clockwise and slide roll over holder according to Figure 3.

9. Rotate Part B back to rest on dowel of Part A according to Figure 3.

10. IMPORTANT: Do not force Part B outwards towards you or down past Part A.